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We study numerically the dynamics of particles on the Galton board of semidisk scatters in the presence of
monochromatic radiation and dissipation. It is shown that under certain conditions the radiation leads to the
appearance of directed ratchet transport linked to an underlining strange attractor. The direction of transport
can be efficiently changed by radiation polarization. The experimental realization of this effect in asymmetric
antidot superlattices is discussed.
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A great challenge for the future technology on micro-
scopic scales is the ability to control transport created by
external energy sources in the presence of dissipation and
noise. These sources may drive a system out of equilibrium
and generate a transport whose direction is related to the
system configuration in a rather nontrivial way. Such a di-
rected transport appears in Brownian motors, or ratchets,
which now attract a great interest of the community.1–3 At
present the technological progress allowed to observe ratch-
ets experimentally in a variety of systems include semicon-
ductor heterostructures,4 vortices in Josephson junction
arrays,5,6 cold atoms,7 macroporous silicon membranes,8 and
other systems. Biological applications of Brownian motors
are also of primary importance.1–3

The theoretical studies of ratchets have led to a number of
interesting resultsssee Ref. 2 and references thereind includ-
ing such unexpected phenomena as absolute negative mobil-
ity when the transport is directed against an applied force.9

However, up to now the studies of ratchets have been done
mainly10 in the limit of strong dissipation neglecting the ef-
fects of a second time derivative1,2 or, in opposite, only the
Hamiltonian dynamics has been analyzed.11,12 In this Brief
Report we consider an intermediate case with a moderate or
weak dissipation in a two-dimensional dynamical system
driven by monochromatic polarized radiation. Without dissi-
pation the dynamics is completely chaotic and is character-
ized by a homogeneous diffusion. Surprisingly, the dissipa-
tion related to friction leads to the appearance of a directed
transport whose direction can be changed efficiently by po-
larization of radiation.

Our dynamical model describes the motion of noninter-
acting particles on the modified Galton board in the presence
of friction and polarized monochromatic radiation. The board
of rigid disks on a triangular lattice had been introduced by
Galton in 1889 to analyze the dynamics of particles elasti-
cally colliding with disks.13 In the absence of friction and
radiation the dynamics is completely chaotic as it had been
proven by Sinaissee, e.g., Ref. 14d. To break the symmetry
of the Galton board we replace disks by semidisks oriented
in thex direction as shown in Fig. 1. Such a system has only
translation and reflectiony→−y symmetries.

We analyze the dynamics of particles on this modified
Galton board under the influence of a linearly polarized ra-
diation which gives a force directed by angleu to thex axis:

f = fscosu ,sinudcosvt. In addition, a particle experiences a
friction force F f =−gv directed against its velocity, and elas-
tic collisions with semidisks. A typical example of a chaotic
trajectory in this regime is shown in Fig. 1. Without friction
the dynamics is chaotic and a diffusive spreading in thex and
y directions takes place as well as a diffusive energy growth
induced by ac driving. However, due to the time reversibility,
a directed transport is not possible in the absence of friction.
The introduction of friction breaks the time inversion sym-
metry and creates a directed transport.

To study numerically the dynamics of this model, we fix
the disk radiusrd=1 and the particle massm=1 so that the
system is characterized only by the distanceR between disk
centers. In the following we consider the case of a compact
semidisk board withR=2 sa moderate variation ofR does
not change qualitatively the dynamics propertiesd. Following
the approach of Ref. 15, the particle dynamics is simulated
numerically by using the exact solution of Newton equations
between collisions, and by determining the collision points
with the rapidly converging Newton algorithm. This way at
f =0, g=0 the total energy is conserved with a relative pre-
cision of 10−14. A typical example of an average density dis-
tribution obtained from a simulation of many trajectories is
shown in Fig. 2. In spite of chaos the dissipation leads to an
average directed transport of particles moving under angle
c<2.3 to thex axis.

The direction of transport depends on the polarization of
radiation as it is shown in Fig. 3 for typical trajectories com-

FIG. 1. sColor onlined A chaotic trajectorysred/gray curved on
the Galton board of semidiskssblue/blackd at radiation withf =4,
u=p /8, v=1.5, and dissipationg=0.1. The trajectory starts near
x=y=0, and the region shown corresponds to −27,x,−17,
−10,y,−5. The same trajectory on a large scale is shown in
Fig. 3.
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puted on large time and space scales. The average velocity of
directed flow can be written asv f =v fscosc ,sincd. For ra-
diation polarized alongx su=0d the average transport goes
along the −x direction sc=pd while for radiation polarized
along y su=p /2d the direction of transport is inversed
sc=0d. By changing the polarization angleu between 0 and
p /2 it is possible to change smoothly the angle of directed
flow c from p to 0 ssee Figs. 3 and 4d. The values ofv f, c,
and average velocity squarev2=kvx

2+vy
2l are determined

from one long trajectorysup to times withvt,107d or from
averaging over 10 shorter orbitsssee Figs. 4–6d. The func-
tional dependencecsud found in this way is shown in Fig. 4.
It varies moderately with system parameters but, on average,
can be approximated by a linear relationc=p−2u. We stress
that, contrary to the case of static applied force where for
disks the chaotic transport simply follows the force
direction,15–17 here the polarized radiation produces a clear
ratchet effect with nontrivial directionality properties. This
effect is rather general and is not sensible to modification of
the form of scatters.18

To understand the properties of the directed transport
let us start from the analysis of its averaged characteristics.
It is clear that in the presence of chaos, ac driving leads to an
effective heating increasing the particle kinetic energy
E=v2/2. This growth is stopped by energy dissipation in-
duced by friction. The balance of these two processes gives
an average energyE of motion which, due to chaos and
dissipation, takes place on a strange attractor.19 This energy
can be found on the basis of the following estimates:

Ė,vv̇, fv cosvt, hence, the diffusion rate in energy is

DE=sDEd2/ t, Ė2t, f2vl, where the mean-free path
l ,R,1 determines the collision timet= l /v,R/E1/2 and
the space diffusion rateD,vl. Let us assume that the fric-
tion is weak and many collisions take place during the dis-
sipative time scale 1/g. Then, at the equilibrium the diffu-
sion in energy is compensated by dissipation so that the
average energy is determined in a self-consistent way as

E = v2/2 , sDE/gd1/2 , sl f 2/gd2/3 , sf2/gd2/3, s1d

where in the last relation we used that in our casel ,R,1.
The same expression can also be obtained in a more formal
way by writing the relation for velocitiesvn, vn+1 between
two consecutive collisionsn andn+1 from exact solutions of
the Newton equations. Then, assuming that the dynamics is
ergodic and chaotic on the energy surface, the squares of

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Directed transport for one trajectory at
various polarizations of radiationu=0, p /8 ssame trajectory as in
Fig. 1d, 0.21p, p /4, p /2 sfrom left to right clockwised at f =4,
v=1.5, g=0.1.

FIG. 4. sColor onlined Dependence of flow anglec on polariza-
tion angleu, measured in radians, forf =4 and v=1.5 at g=0.2
ssquaresd, 0.1 scirclesd, 0.05 strianglesd, and 0.025sdiamondsd, and
v=0.1 atg=0.1 s3d. Dashed curves are drown to adapt an eye.

FIG. 5. sColor onlined Dependence of averagev2 on f andg for
u=0 at v=1.5 andf =4 scirclesd, 16 ssquaresd, 64 strianglesd, and
256 sdiamondsd, and g=0.1 spd; the case atv=0.1 and f =4 is
shown by s3d; the total interval of parameters variation is
5310−3øgø4, 2ø f ø256. The full line gives the dependence
v2=sf2/gd2/3/7. Logarithms are decimal here and in Fig. 6.

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Density distribution in the region −400
øxø−100, 0øyø600 averaged over 200 trajectories in a time
interval 0ø tø23104 for parameters of Fig. 1. Initially all trajec-
tories are distributed nearx=y=0 with random velocity directions
andv2=1. For convenience the figure is clockwise rotated onp /2
and the density is proportional to the color changing from zero
srose/blackd to maximumsgreen/whited.
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these velocities may be averaged over all directions and
times between collisions. In the equilibrium both averagevn

2

andvn+1
2 are equal, which gives the relations1d. The deriva-

tion of this expression assumes that many collisions take
place. This requires that the amplitude of oscillations in-
duced by radiationa is larger than the distance between se-
midisks:a= f / smv2d@R. Otherwise, a trajectory drops on a
simple attractor without scattering on semidisks.

The numerical data are presented in Fig. 5 and confirm
the dependences1d in almost a four orders of magnitude
range. The deviations appear only at large values ofg when
the dissipation rate becomes comparable with the frequency
of collisions. It is also interesting to note that in agreement
with s1d the dependence on radiation frequencyv is rather
weak. Indeed, a change ofv by an order of magnitude gives
only a factor of 2 change inv2 and in the flow velocityv f
ssee Figs. 5 and 6d. Even a larger change from
v=2.5 to 0.025 atf =4, g=0.1 gives only a 30% increase of
v f and 50% drop ofv2 sdata not shownd. Such a weak de-
pendence onv can be attributed to finite time correlations,
existing in the chaotic dynamics, which have been neglected
in the derivation ofs1d. The directionality of the flow is
globally robust with respect to parameter variationssee Fig.
4d. However, the dependencecsud has certain local changes
for small u whenv becomes smaller or comparable withg.

The dependence of the velocityv f of the directed flowv f
is shown in Fig. 6 foru=0. The numerical data are well fitted
by the relation:

v f < l2/3sfg/m2d1/3/12sg . gcd; v f < lg/msg , gcd,

s2d

where gc<smf/ ld1/2/40 sRef. 20d and we assumed
m= l =rd=1. The dependence ofv f on parameters forg.gc
reminds the situation for a case of the Galton board with
disks in the presence of static force and frictionssee Refs. 15
and 16d. Indeed, assuming that the flow moves in a given

direction its velocity can be estimated asv f , ftc/m where
tc= l /v. According tos1d this leads tos2d for g.gc. How-
ever, in a difference from15,16 the dependence is changed in
the limit of smallg!gc. Qualitatively, one may say that in
this limit the particle velocity becomes very large, the cha-
otic collisions become very often, and this leads to a signifi-
cant averaging and decrease ofv f, which becomes propor-
tional to the dissipationg that is responsible for appearance
of directed flow. With the variation ofu from 0 to p /2 the
value of v f drops approximately by a factor of 2se.g., for
data in Fig. 4d.

The results presented above show that the appearance of
directed transport induced by polarized radiation is a robust
phenomenon which is not very sensitive to the parameters of
the model. Unfortunately, we are not able to derive analyti-
cally the directionality dependencecsud. Qualitatively, we
may argue that foru=0 the dissipation leads to a trapping of
particles in a funnel formed by semidisks and the flow goes
to the left. On the contrary, foru=p /2 the vertical oscilla-
tions induced by radiation push particles out of a funnel and
in the presence of dissipation the flow goes to the right. This
indicates that approximatelyc=p−2u in agreement with the
numerical data. However, it is desirable to have a more rig-
orous derivation in addition to these handwaving arguments.
We also note that in the case of charged particles an intro-
duction of a magnetic field leads to a reorientation of the
directed flow following approximately the direction given by
the average Lorentz forceswe leave a discussion of this ef-
fect for further studiesd.

The directed transport induced by polarized radiation
demonstrates rather interesting and unusual properties and it
would be interesting to study it in experiments with semicon-
ductor heterostructures. The technology nowadays allows to
realize experimentally antidot superlatticesssee, e.g., Ref.
21d and it is known that classical chaotic dynamics plays an
important role in transport properties of such systemsssee,
e.g., Ref. 22d. However, up to now only circular antidots
have been studied. In fact, technologically, it is rather simple
to replace disks by semidisks and to place the whole board in
a microwave field. Moreover, the effects of microwave ra-
diation on transport in disordered mesoscopic systems have
been studied experimentally23 and it was shown that radia-
tion may generate a directed transport in a case of broken
space symmetry. Since disorder is symmetric on average it is
clear that the ratchet effect should be significantly larger in
artificially prepared asymmetric structures as the Galton
board of semidisks discussed here. A typical set of experi-
mental parameters can berd,R, l ,1 mm, v /2p=1 GHz,
m=0.067me. For a microwave field of strengthe=10 V/cm
the amplitude of particle oscillations isa=ee /mv2<60 mm
sa@Rd, so that the appearance of a simple attractor is ex-
cluded and a directed transport should appear due to the pres-
ence of dissipative processes. A possibility to study transport
in antidot lattices in the presence of microwave radiation has
been experimentally demonstrated in Ref. 24, and therefore
the experimental realization of our model should be possible.
Such experiments should allow to direct transport by radia-
tion on mesoscopic scale and to study the dissipative pro-
cesses in such systems from a different viewpoint.

We thank Kvon Ze Don for useful discussions.

FIG. 6. sColor onlined Dependence of the flow velocityv f on
friction g for u=0 and v=1.5 at f =4, 16, 64, and 256, and
v=0.1 at f =4 ssame symbols as in Fig. 5d. The straight lines show
the asymptotic behaviors2d at g.gc sdashed linesd andg,gc sfull
lined.
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